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Kick The Can
How to Play:
‘Kick the Can’ can be played outdoors, with as many as
three to a few dozen players. The game is one of skill,
strategy, and stealth as well as fleetness.
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One person or a team of people is designated as "it" and a
can or similar object is placed in an safe open space.
The other players run off and hide while "it" covers his or
her eyes and counts to a previously decided number. "It"
then tries to find and tag each of the players.
Any player who is tagged (caught and touched) is sent to
the holding pen (jail) which is simply a designated area for
all the captured players to congregate, generally in plain
sight of the can.
Any player who has not been caught can "kick the can". If
they can do this without being caught, then all of the
captured players are set free. If "it" catches all of the players
he or she wins that round and generally a new "it" is
designated for the next round.
History
Kick the can is an old traditional game
and sometimes goes by the name of Tip
the Can it is also known by other names
in different parts of Great Britain.
It is also similar to Tag and Capture the
Flag.

What's the time Mr Wolfe
How to Play:
One child stands apart with his back to the other children,
who should be a good distance away. He or she is Mr
Wolf.
The group calls out "What's The Time, Mr Wolf?"
He replies with a time - for example, ""It's 2 o'clock"
The group then takes 2 steps forward, towards Mr Wolf,
and asks again, "What's The Time, Mr Wolf?"
This time he might say "It's 10 o'clock", in which case the
group would take 10 steps forward.
The group is attempting to reach Mr Wolf without him first
catching them. When Mr Wolf senses that somebody is
close, he can call out, instead of a time like before, "It's
Dinner Time!", at which point he can finally turn around
and see where everybody is, then try to catch somebody
before they can make it back to the starting line. There is
usually much screaming and excitement at this point!

History
This is a traditional children’s game
played in many parts of Great Britain
and known as ‘What’s the time Mr Fox
in America.

Hula Hoop
Hula Hoop is a toy hoop that is twirled around the
waist, limbs or neck. Although the exact origins of
hula hoops are unknown, children and adults around
the world have played with hoops, twirling, rolling and
throwing them throughout history. Hula hoops for
children generally measure approximately 28 inches
in diameter, and those for adults around 40 inches.
Traditional materials for hoops include willow, rattan
(a flexible and strong vine) and other strong flexible
materials. Today, they are usually made of plastic
tubing.

Here are some traditional games, you may know some more.
Have Fun!!
Marbles
Equipment Needed:
A hard, flat ground surface
Marbles!
How to Play:
Marbles involves rolling or throwing your marble to either try
and hit a target marble or to hit the other players’ marbles.
Decide if you are playing for “keepsies” (players keep the
marbles they win in the game) or “playing fair” (everyone gets
their own marbles back at the end of the game).
Draw a circle on the ground. Each player should put an
agreed number of marbles in it and stand behind a line drawn
some distance away. The aim is to hit the marbles out of the
circle.
Take turns to roll, throw or flick a marble (called a shooter)
into the circle, trying to hit the marbles out of it.
If you knock a marble out of the circle you get to keep it. If the
shooter stays in the circle, it stays there and it is the next
players turn. If it comes out you can fetch it and have another
go.
Carry on having turns until all the marbles in the circle have
been won. The person with the most marbles wins.
History of Marbles
Old marble sets have been found in ancient Roman and
Egyptian sites, and the game is mentioned in Roman literature. Small clay balls, theorized to have been used in marblelike games, have been found in Native American burial sites
and in Aztec pyramids. The first book about marble playing
was written in 1815 in England. In America, a four-day National Marble Tournament, for marble players 14-years-old
and younger, has been held since 1922.

Ring a Ring o’Roses
How to Play:
To play the game which is sometimes called Rings
around the Rosie, you need two or more people. If
none of your friends are around to play the game, ask
your mum or dad.
Everyone who is playing the game joins hands, and
forms a circle.
Everyone walks around in a circle. It is important you
travel in the same direction.
As everyone walks they sing this song:
Ring a Ring o’roses
Pocket full of poises
atishoo, atishoo,
We all fall down!
When the word down is sung, everyone falls to the
ground!
Then this song is sung:
When our mother calls us
We all jump up!
And everyone jumps up in the air!

History
Ring a Ring O' Roses" is said to be a macabre parody
on the horrors of the Great Plague. One of the first
signs of the plague was a ring of rose-coloured spots,
and the protection against this terrible disease was, in
popular belief, a posy of herbs. Sneezing was taken as
a sure sign that you were about to die of it, and the last
line "We all fall down" omits the word, "dead"!

Ring a Ring O’ Roses
Ring-a-ring o’ roses,
A pocket full of posies,
A-tishoo, a-tishoo!
We all fall down.

Jacks
Equipment needed
A hard flat ground surface
A set of five jacks (Stones, dice or pack of jacks)

Mummy in the teapot,
Daddy in the cup,
Baby in the saucer,
We all jump up.
Ring-a-ring o’ roses,
A pocket full of posies,
A-tishoo, a-tishoo!
We all fall down.
The cows are in the meadow,
Eating buttercups....
A-tishoo, a-tishoo!
We all jump up.
Ring-a-ring o’ roses,
A pocket full of posies,
A-tishoo, a-tishoo!
We all fall down.
Fishes in the water
Fishes in the sea
We all jump up
With a one, two, three.
Ring-a-ring o’ roses,
A pocket full of posies,
A-tishoo, a-tishoo!
We all fall down.
When our mother calls us
We all jump up!

Jacks
How to play:
Jacks is an ancient game of skill involving throwing and
catching small clay, plastic or metal five stones or jacks.
There are lots of ways to play. This game is called
Onesies.
First crouch down. Place four of the stones on the ground
and throw the fifth one in the air.
Quickly pick up one of the stones on the ground and catch
the one in the air with the same hand.
Put the caught stone to one side, throw up the stone again
and try and pick up the next stone.
Carry on until you have picked up all four stones.
History of Jacks
The origin of Jacks is closely connected with that of dice
thought to have been played in ancient Greece. Palamedes the son of Greek God Nauplius taught games similar to Jacks and dice to his Greek countrymen during the
Trojan War.

Oranges and Lemons
Playground Rhyme:
Oranges and lemons
Say the bells of St Clements
You owe me five farthings
Say the bells of St Martins
When will you pay me?
Say the bells of Old Bailey
When I grow rich
Say the bells of Shoreditch
When will that be?
Say the bells of Stepney
I'm sure I don't know
Says the great bell at Bow
Here comes a candle to light you to bed
Here comes a chopper to chop off your head
Chop chop chop chop the last man's head!
How to Play:
A group of children decide to play 'Oranges and Lemons'.
Two children become the 'chopper' by holding hands and
forming an arch. They secretly decide which one of them
is 'Oranges' and which one is 'Lemons'.
The other children go through the arch in a line, circling
round behind the arch, and going through again, singing
the rhyme as they go. At the last line of the rhyme the
'choppers' bring their arms up and down in a chopping
motion over each child that goes through. The game can
get quite nerve-racking for the children at this point, and
they often run through as fast as they can. The child
caught in the middle at the last word of the rhyme is out.
The captured child secretly chooses to be Oranges or
Lemons, and then moves around to stand behind that
child forming the arch. When all the children have been
captured, the teams have a tug of war. The winning team
is the one left standing, but usually none of the children
are by the end.

Farmer Farmer may we cross your golden river
How to Play:
One person is the farmer and stands facing everyone else
who stand in a line a few metres away.
The people in the line call out
"Farmer, Farmer May We Cross Your Golden River?"
The farmer replies –"You may not cross the river unless you
have something blue (or any other colour)."
If you have anything that is blue in colour on you can walk
across the “river” without being tagged by the farmer.
If you don’t have blue on you must try to run across the river
without being tagged by the farmer.
If you are caught you are out you have to join the farmer to
help catch people crossing the river.

Duck Duck Goose
What you need
At least 5 people
Plenty of space
How to Play:
Make a circle
2.One person is on
3.The person who is on says duck, duck goose and taps
someone's shoulder.
4. The person who has been tapped gets up and chases the
person who is on
5. If he catches him or her before they return to their place
in the circle, he or she is on.

History of the game:
Blind Man’s Bluff
There are many possible meanings to the rhyme. One is that
it is about the poverty that was around London at the time it
became popular, one that it is about King Henry VIII and the
speed with which some of his brides were despatched.

How to Play:
Blind man's bluff is played in a spacious area, such as outdoors or in a large room, in which one player, designated as
"It", is blindfolded and gropes around attempting to touch the
other players without being able to see them, while the other
players scatter and try to avoid the person who is "it", hiding in
plain sight and sometimes teasing them to make them change
direction.
Blind man's bluff is ideally played in an area free of dangerous
obstructions so that the "It" player will not suffer injury from
tripping over or hitting something.
History
The game was played at least as far back as the Tudor Period,
as there are references to it being played by Henry VIII’s
courtiers. It was also a popular parlour game in the Victorian
era.
A parlour game is a group game played indoors. During the
Victorian era in Great Britain and in the United States, these
games were extremely popular among the upper and middle
classes. They were often played in a parlour, hence the name
parlour games.
Most houses today don’t have a parlour but instead have a
living room or lounge area.

The words to "Oranges and lemons" have been much loved
by numerous generations of children. The neighbourhood
names relate to some of the many churches of London and
the tune that accompanies the lyrics emulates the sound of
the ringing of the individual church bells.

Hopscotch

Playground Skipping Rhymes

How to Play:
First draw your course out onto the ground
using chalk or something which is not
permanent.
See picture opposite for shape of course to
draw on the ground.

Course

The first player tosses the marker (typically a stone, coin or
bean bag) into the first square. The marker must land
completely within the designated square and without
touching a line or bouncing out. The player then hops
through the course, skipping the square with the marker in it.
Single squares must be hopped on one foot. For the first
single square, either foot may be used. Side by side squares
are straddled, with the left foot landing in the left square, and
the right foot landing in the right square. Optional squares
marked "Safe", "Home", or "Rest" are neutral squares, and
may be hopped through in any manner without penalty.
Upon successfully completing the sequence, the player
continues the turn by tossing the marker into square number
two, and repeating the pattern.
If while hopping through the court in either direction the
player steps on a line, misses a square, or loses balance,
the turn ends. Players begin their turns where they last left
off. The first player to complete one course for every
numbered square on the court wins the
game.

Teddy Bear
Teddy bear, Teddy Bear, turn around,
Teddy bear, Teddy Bear touch the ground
Teddy bear, Teddy Bear, show your shoe
Teddy bear, Teddy Bear, that will do!
Teddy bear, Teddy Bear, go upstairs
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, say your prayers
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear turn out the lights
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, say good-night!
The skipper jumps the rope whilst singing this rhyme, he/she
acts out the actions as the words come up in the rhyme.
Granny's in the Kitchen,
Granny's in the kitchen,
Doing some stitching,
in comes the Bogey Man
and chases Granny out.
(On the word out the first skipper (Granny) jumps out and the
second skipper (Bogey Man) jumps in. This can be played
continuously as Granny can run around the turners and rejoin
the line.)
History of the game
It is thought that skipping originated from Ancient Greece
where dances involved jumping a pole held at each end and
getting a third person to jump over it.
There is also the thought that rope makers in Egypt and
China had to hop over rope strands as they made their
longer lengths of rope and this developed into a skilled game.
The Dutch settlers are recorded taking skipping games to
America and skipping is now enjoyed by children the world
over.

Skipping Games
How to Play:
You can skip on your own or with a long rope to skip in a
group.
If you are in a group, one person skips and two players
stand some way apart and turn the rope (they are the enders). They need to turn the rope so that it goes high
enough to go over the jumper and so that it just hits the
ground so the jumper can step or jump over it.
The jumper then stands in the middle of the turning rope
and steps or jumps over the rope as it turns.
Once you have got a good jumping rhythm going, the
jumper can try doing different actions while they skip or the
enders can vary the speed that they turn the rope.
If the jumper fails to jump the rope they should swap
places with one of the enders or you can take turns so
everyone gets a go at jumping.
There are lots of traditional chants and rhymes you can
sing to accompany your skipping, or you can make up your
own.

The History of Hopscotch
It is believed that Hopscotch began in ancient Britain during the early Roman Empire. The original hopscotch courts
were over 100 feet long! Can you imagine that? They were
used for military training exercises.
Roman foot soldiers ran the course in full armour and field
packs, and it was thought that Hopscotch would improve
their foot work. Roman children imitated the soldiers by
drawing their own boards, and creating a scoring system,
and "Hopscotch" spread through Europe.
In order to begin the game, each player must start with a
marker. Common stones were used in the days of the Roman Empire, but in more modern times, items such as
bean bags, pennies, and other assorted items were used.

Queenie

Piggy in the Middle

How to Play:

How To Play:

A person is picked to be the "queenie," and that person
turns their back to everyone else. The "queenie" then
throws the ball over her shoulder and one of the other players needs to catch it or pick it up. Everyone, except the
"queenie", puts their hands behind their backs so that the
"queenie" doesn't know who has the ball. The "queenie"
then turns around and everyone shouts:

Piggy in the Middle, also called Monkey in the Middle,
Keep Away, Pickle in a Dish, or Pickle in the Middle, is a
children’s game in which two or more players must pass a
ball to one another, while a player in the middle attempts
to intercept it.
The game could be considered a reverse form of
dodgeball, because instead of trying to hit people in the
middle with the ball, players attempt to keep the ball away
from them.

"Queenie, Queenie who's got the ball?
Are they short, or are they tall?
Are they hairy, or are they bald?
You don't know because you don't have the ball!"
The "queenie" has to guess who has the ball through a
process of elimination. If the person with the ball is the last
one to be picked, that person becomes the new "queenie."

History
While the name Keep Away is self-explanatory, the origin
of some of the other titles are less clear. Monkey in the
Middle is likely to have arisen because the middle player
jumps and waves his arms around like a monkey or ape.
The names Piggy in the Middle and Pickle in a Dish are of
unknown derivation.

